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Voices of finance. Written in the form of monologues, bankers and others across the financial sector speak about their lives and describe a typical working day. This series is part of the Joris Luyendijk banking blog. 2 May 2013. The Joris Luyendijk banking blog. Former M&A banker: ‘A lot of them just need a hug’. Joris Luyendijk: Voices of finance: A woman who worked in a global bank says the pay is not worth the stress of being treated as a resource, not a human being. Joris Luyendijk: A banker from Africa has a revolutionary idea about how to reform high finance – ask him a question in the thread below, or tell us your views on how to reconnect the City with reality. Published: 2:59 PM. Published: 2:59 PM. ‘People become traders without ever having seen what banking actually is’.


Financial Market Fund Manager Trading Position Trading Place Collateralized Debt Obligation.

These keywords were added by machine and not by the authors. This process is experimental and the keywords may be updated as the learning algorithm improves.


